



Hoiana	Suncity	Chooses	Perfect	Pay	Baccarat	for	Op6mal	Chip	Security	
and	Game	Efficiency


Suncity's HOIANA integrated resort opened with Walker Digital Table 
System's Perfect Pay Baccarat tables across the casino floor. Perfect 

Pay offers table game operators the most advanced solution for 
player rating and rolling program automation, chip security, and 

detailed data capture on VIP and Mass Market tables. 

Macau, Macau S.A.R. July 20, 2020 – Last month, the Suncity Group welcomed invited 
guests to the Hoiana Resort's preview opening with Perfect Pay Baccarat installed 
across all gaming areas. Perfect Pay uses PJM3.0 (Mode 2) RFID, the most widely-
adopted RFID in gaming specifically designed and enhanced for fast, reliable chip 
transactions on bet spots, in chip trays, and at casino cage locations.  


Located along its stunning central coast, Hoiana is Vietnam's first and finest luxury 
integrated resort with upscale entertainment, sophisticated dining and drinking options, 
and world-class golfing at Hoiana Shores, the multiple-award-winning Trent Jones II-
designed links course.


Emily Io, SVP Sales at Walker Digital, was closely involved in pre-opening activities. 
She  noted that "Suncity Hoiana is distinguished by an elevated level of hospitality and 
world-class service that is complemented by Perfect Pay's discreet and seamless 
integration into the gameplay experience." Perfect Pay automatically and exactly tracks 
gameplay and table inventories while remaining indistinguishable from a traditional 
table design. "Perfect Pay brings together best-in-class game integrity, currency 
security, table automation, and data capture with players' preferred live-game 
experience, which is uniquely suited to Hoiana's  focus on delivering a superior guest  
experience." 


Craig Umaglia, Assistant Vice President of Table Games at Hoiana, commented, 
"Perfect Pay's continuous game integrity monitoring and automation of time-
consuming operational tasks means that our table games team can spend more time 
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with our players, which is important." He added, "WDTS is also experienced with 
integrating its state of the art chip tracking system with our other casino systems, 
which gave us the flexibility we wanted during planning." 


Neil Crossan, Chief Commercial Officer at WDTS, concluded, "We are very excited to 
be a part of this milestone in Suncity's expanding footprint in Asia, and look forward to 
the grand opening in the New Year."


###


About Walker Digital Table Systems, LLC  
WDTS provides automation for live-dealt casino games that historically suffer 
significancy reduced profit due to manual human processes. Its RFID-enabled Perfect 
Pay table system sets the standard for game security, accuracy and efficiency while 
delivering the player's preferred live gaming experience. WDTS solutions are powered 
by patented PJM3.0 RFID technology, and are approved and live in multiple casinos 
across the Asia Pacific region and North America. WDTS also provides PJM3.0 RFID 
components to licensed casino chip and systems suppliers around the world.


Contact: 
Emily Io, Senior Vice President of Sales for Walker Digital Table Systems, LLC  
853-6316-1006     
http://www.wdtablesystems.com
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